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INTRODUCTION

The items in this bibliography are selected from the collection of the Academy Library, USAF Academy. Publications include writings of substance rather than minor news items. The topic of military professional ethics does not include the morality of war itself, but focuses on the individual and standards for his or her behavior as a member of the military service.

The section for each topic has four subsections: books, periodicals, government publications, and report literature. Those government publications and reports which have been cataloged into the book collection are listed as books.

Magazine citations are as follows: author (if known), article title, magazine title, volume, pages, date. (Air Force Times is treated as a magazine.) Newspaper citations are as follows: author (if known), article title, newspaper title, page, column, date.

The bibliography was compiled by Florence Klemm of the Reference Division of the Air Force Academy Library. The manuscript was prepared for the printer by Sharon E. Johnson.
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